
The Art Space Tri-Bowl, owned by the Incheon Foundation for Arts &

Culture (or IFAC), was designed by Korean architect Kerl Yoo. Shaped

like what would potentially be an enclosed three-dimensional version of

the mathematical Möbius strip (refer to Tri-Bowl), the Tri-Bowl breaks

the common and cliché understanding of architecture.

Surprisingly, although expectations may be that this cultural center's

insides are arc-shaped, it is made with a completely flat ceiling.

However, under the apprehensively level ceiling, the art space floors

consist of various types of freely moving curved surfaces. Withal, the

figure is built on top of rectangular hydroponics that allow people to

enter under a long and narrow bridge constructed underneath. As the

name suggests, Tri-Bowl stands for a triple bowl or three bowls

combined. 

These unique “bowls,” which seem as if they float on water, were built

with the motif of symbolizing Incheon, a city in harmony with the earth,

sky, and ocean. Some also say that these three bowl-shaped buildings

represent Songdo, Yeongjongdo, and Cheongna, all districts that make

up the IFEZ  districts of Incheon. As much as the architecture looks like

an inverted hyperboloid, it boasts a gripping side view along with a

strikingly different birds-eye view. Many people comment that the

structure is "spaceship-like" from above (refer to Incheon Three Bowls

Pavilion). Located in Yeonsu-gu, the Arena has a concert hall of

approximately 825 meters squared and a multipurpose space, topped

with a vault, of roughly 110 meters squared.

(Kristin P. and Seoyun J.)
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The Incheon Asiad Main Stadium was set to open the 17th

Asian game in 2014. The stadium can hold up to an

astonishing amount of 60,000 people, which was reduced

to 30,000 seats after the Asian games. The symmetrical

curves draw forces of yin and yang that form the nucleus

of the architectural design, as shown in the picture below.

Moreover, the stadium resembles a shape of multiple

curvatures, which holds a function of “bringing in the rising

wind”. This not only allows the stadium to portray a design,

but utilize the functional aspect of the curve as well.

Building on the functional aspect of this architect, the arc on

the roof (curvature), which contains a solar panel,

maximizes the efficiency of the absorption of light energy

being eco-friendly. 

(Hyoungbin K. and Jason K.)

The Seoul-Incheon International Airport is the largest airport

in South Korea, and was deemed the 4th cleanest airport in

the world along with the title “A 5 Star Airport”, by Skytrax.

The Seoul-Incheon International Airport, at a size of 1060

meters long and 149 meters wide, hosts 2 major terminals,

acting as a hub for numerous airlines.

Located in Terminal 1 is a railway station, which takes the

form of a gradient descent. Invented by a French

mathematician by the name of Louis Augustin Cauchy in

1847, the gradient descent is an optimization algorithm which

when used, finds the local minimum of the inputted

differentiable function. The Terminal 1 station bears

resemblance to the gradient descent, both of which helps

individuals get from one place to another.

(David B.)

This skyscraper by Posco stretches 308m into the sky. This

skyscraper is built by Kohn Pedersen Fox. It was created in the

pursuit of various changes in the subject in the form of a square

to a triangle. It has 68 floors that have interesting facts. The fact

is that the plane changes from floor to floor, which has a wind

load reduction effect that must be supported by planes and

corners. It has a unique appearance that is twisted into a spiral

rather than a rectangle.

(Joshua L.)

The Jeong-Seo-jin “Sunset Bell” is located on the west side of

Incheon. It has dimensions of 21 meters in length and 13.5

meters in height. The hollow hole contains a bell inside, which

was used for a festival annually on December 31st, where

people saw the last Sun of the year going over the sky and into

the sea.

The structure overall is shaped like a normal rock that we can

find in the ground, but it has a hollow hole to put the bell inside.

The hollow hole is carved like an arch, where it is curved 5

times. This structure allows the bell to be in the center of the

structure more stabilized. The hollow hole is also the best fit

hole to watch the sunset, as seen in the picture below. The

arch-shaped hole allows us to watch the sunset for a long time

through the hole in this structure.

(Hayden L.)

The first factor that is noticeable is that

most of the building shows multiple

triangular shapes which covers most of

the building. These shapes in three

dimensions would be called ‘tetrahedral’

or a ‘tetrahedron’. An example where it

shows the most clearly would be the

part where the pillars are in the image.

Another important point about these

tetrahedral shapes is that even though

they are covering only parts of the

building, the other parts of the surface

also match. What this exactly means is

that from one side of the building, the

surface appears to have the triangles

repeat as a pattern on any side. Like

squares or hexagonal shapes, the

triangular shapes match on the four

rectangular surfaces of the building

using tetrahedrons. In addition, the

surface in the upper part of the building

is close to a parallelepiped shape, a

three dimensional figure made by six

parallelograms. 

Incheon Asiad Stadium
The Incheon Asiad Main Stadium, one of the most notable

landscapes in Incheon, holds a symbolic representation

that contributes to the substantial image of South Korea.

Northeast Asia Trade Tower
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Jeong-Seo-JinThe G-Tower, built in 2013 and owned by the Incheon Free Economic

Zone Authority(IFEZA), located at Songdo has an interesting design

that can be seen mathematically.

The height of the G-Tower is about 150 meters, and the estimated

area of the whole facility is about 86,000 meters squared.

(Jinwoo H., Seungmin H., and Chris S.)
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